
Anger: The Deadliest Sin? 

Anger is a reaction that depends upon a certain way of looking way of looking at world. 

 Pride is an action that can happen on its own, apart from anything else and before anything else. 

 Anger, by contrast, is only a reaction to what one thinks one sees. 

More specifically, anger  

 is a reaction to something one sees as unfair or unjust and 

 makes one want  

o the unjust thing punished and  

o the unfair thing set right. 

This is why Scripture can speak of God as being angry when he looks at sin—he hates injustice and wants 

to see wrongs set right. 

Since we were made in the image of God, it is not surprising that, like God, we too resent injustice, 

wanting to see wrongs pushed back and overturned and things set right. Because we were made in this 

way, it is possible for human beings to have a righteous anger when we see real injustice (for example, 

God being mocked or God’s creatures being abused.) 

Jesus himself shows us what right anger looks like when he goes into the Temple to pray and finds the 

Temple filled with people arguing, each trying to get a good deal at another’s expense as they buy and 

sell things. The Temple was made to be a place of silence, prayer and worship; now it is filled with loud, 

angry voices, each trying to get one’s own way and God is increasingly forgotten. Jesus sees the 

wrongness of this and, in a moment of right anger, he drives out the moneylenders and the people 

selling things.  

The question, then, is not how we can get rid of anger (because some anger is right), but how we can 

recognize when our anger is right and when our anger is wrong. 

 Cf. Ps.4:4 (quoted in Eph. 4:26): “In your anger do not sin,” which shows that anger is not in 

itself a sin, but can be either right or wrong. 

Anger can be right when  

 it concerns the honor of God, apart from one’s own honor and one’s own projects (e.g. Moses  

coming  down from the mountain and finding the Israelites worshiping the golden calf); 

 the abuse of people who are truly helpless and unable to defend themselves (1 Sam. 11:6; 

20:34; 2 Sam. 12:5; Ne. 5:6). 



Here anger preserves the measure of justice (and doesn’t go beyond this to assert and defend some 

false, inflated picture of one’s own self). 

It is very easy to start with right anger and fall downward into wrong anger.  

It is even easier to start with wrong anger. 

Right anger starts with a sense of wrong(s) done to God and to the more vulnerable among God’s 

creatures. 

Wrong anger starts with resentment at not being treated in the way we think our personal honor 

deserves.  

 Despite occasional claims to the contrary, this sense of personal honor is in reality not closely 

connected with the honor of God or God’s will that vulnerable people should be protected from 

abuse.  

 This sense of personal honor has more to do with an inflated picture we have of ourselves. If 

others do not see us as being as important and superior as we think we are, then we become 

resentful and hit back in a very personal way.  

 Instead of being about God, it is primarily about me (and how I will deal with you because you 

have not dealt rightly with me). 

Wrong anger can arise from pride. Jonah did not want to preach a message of repentance to the people 

of Nineveh, because he believed that his own people were better and people of Nineveh were less. 

Because he thought less of them, Jonah thought it would be better for the people of Nineveh to be 

punished and destroyed for the wrongs they had done, rather than to repent and receive forgiveness. 

Therefore when the people of Nineveh repent and God forgives them, Jonah is angry (Jonah 4:1).  

The book of Jonah also shows us how we can recognize wrong anger that arises from pride:  

 We think that because we are better and others are less, they should not have good things, but 

deserve--and should suffer--bad things.  

 A life where lesser people who have wronged us do not suffer is unbearable to us (Jonah 4:3,8). 

o When the Lord sees us thinking this way, he asks this question: “Do you do well to be 

angry?” (Jonah 4:4,9). 

Other signs of anger that arises from pride: 

 “Our sense of our own merits and rights is generally far in excess of our sense of the 

corresponding claims of others” (James Stalker, The Seven Deadly Sins and the Seven Cardinal Virtues, New 

York: American Tract Society, 1901-1902; repr. Colorado Springs, NavPress, 1998, 68) 

o In other words, when step back and look at our account of what is going on, we see  



 a lot about us (our needs, our rights, our claims) and  

 much less about other people, their needs and the claims they could rightly 

make on us. 

 One’s honor is very quickly and easily offended (e.g. Naaman the Syrian in 2 Kings 5:10-11, who 

arrives at the prophet Elisha’s house with a great display of his power and wealth and is 

offended and gets angry because Elijah does not come out to see him and attend to him).  

 One does not like to be called into question and gets angry and hit back verbally when this 

happens (2 Sam. 3:8). 

 One gets angry at any resistance (even a difference of opinion) or sense of being thwarted, 

because pride makes one believe that one should be able to do whatever one wants whenever 

one wants to do it (2 Chron. 26:19). 

 One can’t bear to hear the truth and reacts to shut people down (2 Chron. 16:10; cf. Num. 

24:10). 

Wrong anger can also arise from envy. 

 When wrong anger arises from pride, one wants lesser people not to have the good things we 

ourselves have. 

 When wrong anger arises from envy, one wants what another has (the honor that belongs to 

another), but which one does not have oneself (Gen. 4:4-5; 1 Sam. 17:28; 18:8; 1 Kings 21:4; Lk. 

15:28). 

Whatever its origin, it is always the nature of wrong anger to go past the mark and become sinful by 

excess (i.e. sinful by being too much=more than is reasonable or justified). 

 Wrong anger claims that it is just giving back in proportion to the wrong received, but this is 

never true. Anger does not stop at any one point and say “Enough!” Anger always keeps going 

and, as it grows, it wants to inflict more harm. 

 Wrong anger claims to be justified and reasonable, but in reality it wants to move us quickly to 

action, before reason can ask questions or moderate the way we act (so that we stay within the 

bounds of justice). 

 Wrong anger wants to vent itself by using uncontrolled abusive language. 

o The focus moves quickly from the issues to the persons involved (wanting to show one’s 

own rightness by contradicting others, conceding nothing to them, and exposing and 

listing their faults). 

 



o As anger builds, one increasingly moves from  

 non-verbal behavior that is a sign of repressed anger (sulking, pouting, holding 

grudges) to  

 verbal behavior that openly expresses one’s anger toward the other person 

 sarcasm 

 cutting words 

  jokes that are “at the person” and invite others to mocking laughter 

and  

 cursing and swearing. 

When we have some degree of power or authority over others, we need to be especially careful how 

we speak to them. 

 Eph. 6:4: “Do not exasperate your children” 

o We must treat those who depend on us fairly, so that they do not feel  

 betrayed or hurt by the way we speak to them or treat them 

 when we are the very people they turn to for help and protection. 

 We will sometimes say things to family members which we would not say to others (and, in 

some cases, should not be said at all); cf. Mt. 5:21-22, where Jesus talks about being angry and 

saying to one’s brother “You airhead!” (Raca) and “You fool!” 

 

When we are gripped by anger, we should not agree (assent) to what anger proposes. 

 When we are tempted, it remains within our power whether we agree with anger’s suggestion 

or refuse it. 

o Cf. Luther: If a bird flies over you and its droppings land on you, it is not in your power to 

stop this. But if birds want to build a nest in your hair, this is something that is within 

your power to allow or to refuse. In the same way, it is not in our power whether are 

tempted (inwardly feel moved by anger), but what happens next (accepting or refusing 

what anger suggests) is up to us. 

 

 



When we are gripped by anger, we should not act quickly, since anger is always strongest at its 

beginning; when we are in doubt, we should be slow to act or speak and should get some distance 

from the situation (e.g. walk away) until we can see what is really going on and what needs to be 

done. 

When gripped by anger, we need to take our feelings to the Lord. 

 Since we should be slow to speak when we feel anger, the best way to talk with the Lord about 

how we feel is to journal, writing down, “This is what I don’t like…This is what I hate…This is 

what I resent…I felt hurt and rejected because…” 

 When we write these things down, it helps us look at what is going on and after a while God will 

begin interacting with us on these issues. In talking back to God, we will often notice places in 

which we seem to be justifying ourselves or trying to bargain with God. Often by the end of this 

time of interacting with God, he will remind us of one or more of his promises and will send us a 

measure of peace that stabilizes us and helps us to moderate our anger so that we are not 

quickly moved to assent to sin. 

 Augustine, writing to his friend, the bishop Auxilius, put it this way: When the winds and waves 

of anger rush down on the soul, we should do what the disciples did in the boat when the wind 

and waves were against them—call on Christ, asking him to come in and stand as the buffer 

between our anger and our action. Even if our anger seems beyond our control, it is not beyond 

his control. 

 Jesus knew all about anger and hatred, because these led him to the Cross, where he was 

wounded in every part of his body and died mocked and forsaken. 

 When wounded by anger and hatred, it is interesting to note that Jesus did not hit back at his 

enemies with words or deeds. 

o “When they hurled insults at him, he did not retaliate; when he suffered he made no 

threats. Instead, he entrusted himself to him who judges justly” (1 Pet. 2:23) 

o The same can be seen in the way Jesus handled other’s anger, hatred and opposition. 

 He would not allow James and John to call down fire on the Samaritans who had 

rejected them and refused them hospitality (Lk. 9:54). 

 He healed the high priest’s servant when one of his disciples had struck him 

with a sword to prevent the arrest of Jesus (Lk. 22:50-51). 

 He accepted Peter back after Peter had committed the ultimate betrayal by 

denying him three times. 

 Jesus did not discard Peter or seek revenge, but restored justice by 

returning good for evil. 



 By the way Christ treated his enemies, he put to death the Devil’s old lie 

that anger, impatience and retaliation are signs of strength.  

o Wanting to destroy what God has made is not a sign of 

authority, but a mark of sin. 

 


